402: Japanese Embroidery
Study Group ─ Mary Alice
Sinton
Proﬁciency Level: All
Kit Cost: Depends on the Phase; purchase prior to class from instructor if
needed
Ground: 100% silk fabric
Design Size: N/A

401: Interpre ng the Painted
Canvas ─ Debbie S ehler
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate to
Advanced
Kit Cost: $100
Ground: Painted canvas
Design Size: 12” x 16” or 192 square
inches (or smaller)
Debbie will interpret your canvas
using the principles of focal point,
depth percep on, and color placement to create a unique s tch
guide for each student. The design
size is limited to 12” x 16” or 192
square inches. A full-size photocopy of your canvas is due to Debbie by January 10th. Students will
receive a list of suggested threads
and embellishments prior to class.
Class size is limited to 18 students.
Student to Bring: Painted canvas
mounted on stretcher bars, suggested threads and embellishments, and usual s tching supplies.
Pre-work: Select canvas, mail photocopy of canvas, and gather
threads and embellishments that
Debbie will suggest.
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All levels of Japanese Embroidery
(JE) are taught including Phase
pieces and challenge pieces enhancing the student’s journey into
the way of Japanese Embroidery.
Exploring JE helps a student improve their overall s tching in any
medium with the discipline and
structure found in JE. Please allow
a minimum of 6 weeks prior to
class to order a JE kit.
Student to bring: JE supplies, including awl, tekobari, JE needles,
scissors, magniﬁca on, light box.
Pre-work: None

403: Spring Sampler ─Celeste
Chalasani
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $150
Ground: Silk shantung
Design Size: 8 ½” x 7”
Spring has always been my favorite time
of year. The first blooms always bring
hope, the taste of what is to come. This
year, spring signifies so much more.
Spring represents the hope of the end
of this pandemic. It signifies the hope
that we can once again come together,
sing together, and enjoy life together.
The phrase I chose for the sampler is
from the Song of Solomon. Students
may choose to stitch an alternative
phrase, names and dates, or may leave
the interior of the sampler blank. This is
a “slow stitch” project, meant to be savored over time. Left-handed instructions available upon request.

Student to bring: 12” x 12” stretcher
bars; two 4” embroidery hoops; wire
cutters; 6” ruler; tweezers; acid free dark
green felt tip marking pen; acid free red
felt tip marking pen; acid free glue stick;
masking tape; mechanical pencil or Pigma® pen; small sharp scissors; paper scissors; cream colored sewing thread; needle
puller; needle threader; and usual stitching
supplies. Magnification is highly recommended. Optional: a doodle cloth to practice stitches.
Pre-work: 2-4 hours. Students will
transfer the design to their background
fabric.
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101: Gertrude the Patchwork Giraﬀe ─
Toni Gerdes
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $150
Ground: 18-ct white canvas
Design Size: 9” x 11”

Student to Bring: 13”x 15” stretcher bars, usual s tching supplies including scissors and laying tool.
Pre-work: None

102: Flames of Desire ─ Kaye Judt
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $100
Ground: 3 ½” thread wrapped S8 temari and cotton fabric
Design Size: 3 ½” sphere and ½” tall yubinuki
A feeling of warmth overcomes you as you gaze at the
glowing colors of this temari. Steeped in history, the art
of temari can quickly become an obsession. Adding more
divisions to the pre-wrapped, eight division temari makes
s tching this design easy. A coordina ng stand, also
called a yubinuki or s tched Japanese thimble, allows you
to show oﬀ your crea on with style.
Student to Bring: Scissors to cut thread, scissors to cut
paper, thimble, scotch tape, ﬁne pen for marking
yubinuki pa ern, red or orange marker, 6” clear ruler,
op onal light and magniﬁca on.
Pre-work: None
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103: Circling In On Circles ─
Do Andrew
Proﬁciency Level: Beginner
Kit Cost: $20
Ground: N/A
Design Size: 5” x 10” up to 11” x 14”, depending on design involved
Have you ever thought about how many ways
we use circles in our lives? Think of pills,
bu ons, cakes, many forms of fruits, and don’t
forget rings, bubbles, and merry-go-rounds,
too! A circle can be a quiet, undemanding but
challenging shape. But a circle can also take so many direc ons: to be ﬁlled with color and became a blossom,
be distorted into an abstract statement, or develop the three-dimensional illusion of a pumpkin shape.
This class offers both a challenge and an opportunity to try a different approach to our thinking. Let’s see
where our circle study will lead us. We’ll share circle ideas, maybe to enlarge or reduce, or to overlap or divide
them. Will your circles turn into a sparkling sea scape, a quiet garden, or a bold abstract? See you in class!
Student to Bring: Regular s tching materials, sketch paper and pencils, colored pencils as needed. More may
be added as class approaches and the instructor has developed more ideas to share in the student le er.
Pre-work: Any circle designs in progress. Bring design ideas, photos for reference material.

104: Mountains to the Sea ─
Laura Smith
Proficiency Level: Basic Intermediate and beyond
Kit Cost: $95
Ground: Congress cloth
Design Size: 8” x 10”

Create a serene evening by the sea with
s tched textures and subtle color progressions. Trace design elements and paint a
background. Add sheer fabric overlays to provide texture for the sky and mountains. The
barn and foreground tundra are fabric appliqués. The foreground can be embellished
with hand s tches to represent ﬂowers or sea grass. The lighthouse and ocean are so ly shaded with longand-short s tch. Bring the ocean to life by adding silver reﬂec ons.
Student to Bring: 12” x 14” stretcher bars, tacks, usual s tching supplies, tack hammer if possible.
Pre-work: None
Na onal Academy of Needlearts Assembly 2023
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105: Pe te Pansy ─ Barbara Ellis
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $85
Ground: Thread and beads
Design Size: 15” rope (adjustable) with a 2” x 4” ﬂower
pendant
A necklace featuring the passionate pansy ﬂower, a botanical beauty in full bloom. It is created in brick s tch,
with size 11/0 cylinder beads in pale blush pink and
tones of lavender or royal blue with deep purple. Accents of 2.5mm bicone crystals are woven into the delicate petals and embellished with rondels, leaves and
pearls. The pansy ﬂower pendant has a silver bail and is
showcased on a Russian spiral created in 11/0 and 15/0
seed beads.
Student to Bring: Beading mat or board, good light
source (ba ery operated), one G thread (blush or royal
blue), size 10 and 12 beading needles, small sharp pair
of scissors, ruler or tape, magniﬁed eye wear if needed.
Pre-work: None

106: Ribbon Pumpkin ─ Janet Zickler Casey
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $275
Ground: 18 ct white canvas
Design Size: 10” x 10” x 10”
Ribbon Pumpkin is a 3-dimensional pumpkin that is created by combining diﬀerent “ribbons” s tched in rich
colorful fall pa erns. Each of the 2-3” wide ribbons will
be s tched using an assortment of threads including
Splendor Silk, Neon Rays, Watercolors, Fyre Werks, Sparkle Rays, and Kreinik Metallics. The ﬁnal result is a beauful holiday decora on that can stay put for the en re
fall season. Finishing instruc ons will be included and
discussed in class.
Student to Bring: Two sets of 16” x 16” stretcher bars and the usual s tching supplies, including light and
magniﬁca on if needed.
Pre-work: None
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107: Through The Looking Glass ─ Kurdy Biggs
Proﬁciency Level: Advanced
Kit Cost: $170
Ground: 18 ct canvas
Design Size: 9” diameter circle
Come join me on a stitching journey Through the
Looking Glass as we stitch this stunning kaleidoscopeinspired piece. We start our passage at the center of
the kaleidoscope with an exquisite three-layer Jessica
and continue our exploration of stitches including
Double Fans, Walnetos, Jessicas, Crescents, Sheafs
and Wrapped Eyelets as we progress outward. Our
stitches will use luscious silk and metallic threads
from Rainbow Gallery, Kreinik, Bijoux and Accentuate
in a color palette ranging from creamy white to vintage gold and on to shimmering bronze. Once the
stitching is completed, beads and crystals will be added to complete the kaleidoscope design. A yellow colorway will be available as well.
Student to Bring: 14” x 14” stretcher bars, usual s tching supplies.
Pre-work: None

108: Studio Time ─ Diane Herrmann
Proﬁciency Level: All
Kit Cost: None
Ground: N/A
Design Size: N/A
If you would like to finish some works in progress
or begin an old or newly purchased project, this
class is for you. If you wish to treat yourself to the
luxury of uninterrupted stitching time, this class is
for you. If you have any unfinished class projects,
now is the time to get additional help. The informal structure of Studio Time lets you use the class
to meet YOUR needs, offering a great learning experience...and fun, too!
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201: Imari Wind ─ Jennifer Riefenberg
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $110
Ground: Congress cloth
Design Size: 6” x 6”
Imari Wind is inspired from the ceramic pa erns of
Japan known as Imari. This elegant piece introduces
many unusual pa erns and s tches with silk and metal for the intermediate student. The design creates a
sense of movement and interest, and the colors are
reminiscent of deep tone jewels. The kit includes a
line drawn design on Congress cloth, silk and other
threads, and instruc ons to complete the piece. Let
your needle ﬂy on the Imari Wind.
Student to Bring: 10” x 10” stretcher bars, laying tool,
usual s tching supplies, light and magniﬁca on if
needed.
Pre-work: None

202: Saﬀron Crocus ─ Kaye Judt
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $60
Ground: 32 ct Belfast linen
Design Size: 6” x 6”
Planted in August and harvested by hand in October, the saﬀron crocus holds the world's most expensive seasoning. Try the Italian needle art of re cello cutwork using the gentle colors of the crocus.
This is the ﬁrst in a set of four samplers that will
explore the diﬀerent s tches of re cello while celebra ng the seasons.
Student to Bring: Small scissors to cut threads, light
colored bas ng thread, thimble (needed), straight
pins, tweezers, needle grabber, measuring tape,
pen and paper to take notes, op onal light and
magniﬁca on.
Pre-work: None
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203: Heart of the Sea – Dawn Donnelly
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $88
Ground: Cork linen
Design Size: 6 ½” x 9”
Heart of the Sea: what a way to showcase your beachcombing collecon, especially shells. A variety of s tches will be used to bring this
piece to life. The student will learn how to transfer the base lines to the
linen, and then spend me crea ng their own scene. Shells are included
in the kit, but the student may want to use some of their own.
A er the student has arranged and set the design of their piece, me
is spent learning how to a ach the shells to the linen using a few
methods. In addi on, the student will learn how to create a sea anemone, sea urchin, sea worm, starﬁsh, and brain coral. S tches include
Ribbed Spider’s Web, Bu onhole Rings, Fake Bullion, Eyelet, Ribbed
Lazy Daisy and French Knots.
Student to Bring: 10” x 13” stretcher bars (no scroll frames), red and green color pencils, tweezers, magniﬁer
and light if needed, usual s tching supplies.
Pre-work: None

204: Adirondack Autumn ─
Laura Smith
Proﬁciency Level: All
Kit Cost: $84
Ground: Lutradur®(100 g/yd)
Design Size: 11” x 14”
Autumn leaves contrast with a background of evergreens – or your choice of colors. For the sky,
create a sunrise, a blue sky, or a stormy sky with
sun underneath (as pictured). Paint the background on sturdy, translucent Lutradur® 100.
Then, embellish it with sheer fabrics to create texture. Render evergreen trees with one s tch and
brightly colored deciduous trees with a contras ng
s tch. There are several op ons for s tches. Learn to contrast the s tches to mimic textures of an oldgrowth forest. Op onal deckle edge for easy ﬁnishing!
Student to Bring: Usual s tching supplies, including scissors for paper, fabric, and embroidery; neither a
hoop nor stretcher bars are used.
Pre-work: None
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205: Turkish Delight ─ Barbara Ellis
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $125
Ground: Threads and beads
Design Size: 78” long necklace and one shorter
18” necklace
This is a dual strand inﬁnity style necklace that
specializes in mul -rope varia ons connected
using coin pearls and jewel stones. Each sec on
and por on of the necklace is created one at a
me and connected to create one 78” long
necklace and one shorter 18” necklace ﬁnished
with a charm and drop focal piece. It is really
fun to create and there will be several colorways to choose from including purple haze, ivory coast, and midnight clouds.
Student to Bring: Beading mat or board, good light source (ba ery operated), 6 lb. Fireline (smoke color for
all kits except ivory coast where crystal is preferred) or thread preference, beading needles (size 12 and 13),
small sharp pair of scissors, ruler or tape, magniﬁed eye wear if needed.
Pre-work: None

206: Patchwork Evergreen ─ Janet Zickler Casey
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $275
Ground: 18 ct canvas
Design Size: 9” x 12”
Patchwork Evergreen is a 3-dimensional puzzle tree that consists of 4
canvases executed in a patchwork of fun holiday- and tree-themed
pa erns s tched in a variety of threads and textures. The threads
include a wide variety of greens, gold, whites and reds in Vineyard
Silk, Watercolours, Sparkle Rays, Neon Rays Plus, Fyre Werks, Kreinik
Metallics, Splendor Silks, En ce and Glisten. The ﬁnishing instrucons will be included and discussed in the class.
Student to Bring: Four sets of 13” x 16” stretcher bars (students
could get by with two and change out the canvases on day two), usual s tching supplies, light and magniﬁca on if needed.
Pre-work: None
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207: Under the Summer Sun ─ Kurdy Biggs
Proﬁciency Level: Intermediate
Kit Cost: $165
Ground: 18 ct canvas
Design Size: 11” diameter circle
Are you ready to relax Under the Summer Sun? Come
along with me as we create our own summer oasis.
Radia ng out from large sundial shell in the center we
will use a variety of Jessicas, Swirls, Wrapped Eyelets,
Sprats Heads and Crescent s tches to create the sand
and surf of our oasis. Our pale e will be a range of
blues and browns in luscious silks and sparkling metallics to bring the sea and shore to life. Once the
s tching is complete, we will add beads and crystals
to add the sparkle and reﬂec on of the summer sun.
Student to Bring: 14” x 14“ stretcher bars, usual
s tching supplies.
Pre-work: None

208: Studio Time ─ Diane Herrmann
Proﬁciency Level: All
Kit Cost: None
Ground: N/A
Design Size: N/A
If you would like to finish some works in progress or
begin an old or newly purchased project, this class
is for you. If you wish to treat yourself to the luxury
of uninterrupted stitching time, this class is for you.
If you have any unfinished class projects, now is the
time to get additional help. The informal structure
of Studio Time lets you use the class to meet YOUR
needs, offering a great learning experience...and
fun, too!
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